
(The simple version) 



DEFINITIONS 
Diagnosis of CKD is based on estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate 

(eGFR). CKD is divided into 5 stages 

  Stage eGFR 

Stage 1 >90 (+structural disease) 

Stage 2  60-89 (+structural disease) 

Stage 3a 45-59 

Stage 3b 30-44 

Stage 4 15-29 

Stage 5 <15 



Why Bother 
with CKD 



Why Bother with CKD 
 Low eGFR associated with an increased risk of all 

cause, and CVD mortality. Particularly in younger 
people 

 

 Progression to renal failure and need for dialysis can 
be reduced by monitoring and preventative treatment. 

 

 Risks of both above are greatest in Stage 4 and 5 

 



Why Bother with CKD 
 Stages 1 +2 –only pathological if structural disease is 

present i.e. Most are “normal” 

 

 Stage 3 ??? 

Less risk of progression to end stage renal failure  
 –only 4% over 10 years 

Giving a diagnosis may “label” what is normal for age 

A difficult diagnosis to explain 

Medication –risk of side effects, polypharmacy etc. 



DIAGNOSIS 
 NICE –should screen at risk groups  

 Most will be picked up on opportunistic blood tests 

 

 NICE -Low eGFR should be confirmed on at least 3 
occasions over a period of >90 days 

 This raises issues with cost, recall, compliance. ?2 tests is 
adequate and more realistic 

 

 2nd test should be done after avoiding meat for 12 hours as 
creatinine in meat causes a drop in eGFR 



AGE 

NICE –Those over 
70yrs with STABLE 
eGFR >45 and no 
other evidence of 
renal disease have a 
very low risk of 
CKD- related 
complications 

 

BUT: There are no 
age related 
exclusions on QOF 



Progressive CKD 
 NICE – a decline in eGFR >5 over the last 12 months or 

>10 over the last 5 years 

 

 Important to look at overall trends as often get 
variation between specimens (meat, drugs etc) 

 

 Repeat in 2 weeks to exclude acute renal failure 



Proteinuria 
 Proteinuria increases the risks of CKD even if eGFR is 

still quite high. 
eGFR 45-60/no protein – mortality 3/1000 person years 

eGFR >60/proteinuria – mortality 7/1000 person years 

  (JAMA 2010) 

 

 Use ACR to monitor (preferably 1st pass urine but can 
do as spot check) 

 

 Add “p” to stage if proteinuria present e.g. Stage 4p 



Renal Ultrasound 
Consider USS if: 

1. No obvious cause for low eGFR at diagnosis 

2. Progressive CKD 

3. Stage 4/5 

4. >20 yrs and FH polycystic kidney disease 

5. Persistent haematuria 

6. Symptoms of urinary tract outflow obstruction 



Take a breath..... 



MANAGEMENT 
 Initial appointment with GP, follow up with PN 

 Annual review for stages 3a/b, 6 monthly for stages 4/5 

 

 Confirm diagnosis  

 Code Diagnosis 

 Inform patient of diagnosis (Patient leaflet) 

 



Management – blood pressure 
 Controlling BP slows progression of CKD and reduces 

proteinuria 

 QOF aims for BP < 140/85 

 Consider aiming for BP <130/80 if proteinuria present 
(SIGN) 

 ACEI =drug of choice. ?ramipril 

 NB Proteinuria in absence of hypertension also 
requires treatment with ACEI 



Management –other stuff 
 Assess CVD risk, Use statins as appropriate 

 Check for anaemia  

  NICE - Hb <11 should be treated with erythropoietin 

 Manage bone disease secondary to renal disease 

  monitor Ca, PO4, PTH (more important in stages 4/5) 

  Bisphosphonates if appropriate (?DEXA) 

  Vit D supplements 

 Review medications e.g. NSAIDs, diuretics, ACEI 



The End (nearly...) 


